GUIDE

AP AUTOMATION
How to bring accounts
payable into the future

The accounts payable function is in a state of flux. Having
been, for the most part, an unchanged profession for many
years, advances in new technology and solutions are making
Chief Financial Officers’ and Financial Directors’ question the
way the accounts payable function is working.

This isn’t to say they’re questioning how account
payable clerks themselves work, but more the
processes and how efficient these processes
really are. As with many industries, automation
is causing a lot of noise and disruption for
many professionals, and the accounts payable
department is no exception.
According to the Aberdeen Group1,
organisations using accounts payable (AP)
automation can process over four times as
many invoices as those without automation.
So, from initial research, it’s clear to see that
when it comes to accounts payable, automation
shouldn’t be ignored.
However, for many companies, accounts
payable is deeply rooted in the company’s
financial processes. Whist moving to an
automated process might seem smooth and
easy for some, it’s not so simple for accounts
payable clerks. First, with years of financial
data accumulated and stored in a specific way,
making changes to the filing and storing process
would mean a massive onboarding process.
Second, the accounts payable function is one
that cannot be put on pause, so finding the time
to even plan a migration to new system is tricky,
let alone finding the time to actually implement it
and learn how to use it.

But why should accounts payable teams accept
the way they’re working as how it will always
be?
Manual, paper-based processes may very well
be what was always used but that doesn’t mean
they achieve full efficiency for the department.
Like many departments, if there was a better
way to carry out a task that meant less time
spent, less errors and more money saved,
wouldn’t you want to try it?

This guide will address how automation
is changing the face of accounts payable
and why AP clerks shouldn’t be so quick
to disregard it over their existing manual
systems. Looking at the highs and lows of
the traditional accounts payable department,
this white paper will highlight the many issues
manual AP departments cause for the rest
of the business and how it could pose as a
blocker for helping their companies grow and
expand.

1. Aberdeen Group, Elevate Invoice Processing with AP Automation (2015)
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LIFE BEFORE AUTOMATION
The dark days

To understand how automation has come to be a
solution for many accounts payable teams today,
we first need to establish what the core functions
are of accounts payable and what were the
process methods that led to automation coming to
be.
An accounts payable clerk is one of the financial
gatekeepers in the company. Being entrusted with
control over the company’s finances means that
accounts payable clerks have a heavy weight to
bear on their shoulders. Although they’re not the
ones deciding how budget is being spent in the
business, they are the ones responsible for vetting
the release of company funds to a supplier.
Some of the core responsibilities of the AP clerk are:
To prevent payment of inaccurate invoices
If an invoice received is more than the what the
agreed purchase order states, the AP clerk needs
to flag this and halt payment until this has been
resolved.
To be certain that all vendor invoices are
accounted for
AP clerks need to make sure that all invoices that
have been processed are filed correctly and made
easily accessible and available for future use. For
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example, when the company’s procurement officer
wants data on past spend with suppliers.
To prevent duplicate payments

When invoices are not paid straight away, and the
deadline is looming, a supplier may be likely resend the original invoice.
An accounts payable clerk, who can receive
numerous invoices in a day, may not be able
to recognise that this is a duplicate invoice and
this can lead to duplicated payments – meaning
unnecessary spend for your business.
To prevent fraudulent invoices being processed
Fraudulent invoices by nature can be difficult
to spot, but this is another function required by
accounts payable. To do this, AP clerks need
to have full visibility of what invoices should be
coming in, for what amount, and from whom.
These may sound like straightforward requirements
for the accounts payable team, but the reality is
that accounts payable teams face blockers every
day that prevent them from being able to give
these responsibilities the care and due diligence
required.
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The main issue is that they use manual, paperbased processes. It’s true that many companies
have been using paper and manual systems for
years, but manual systems cost a company more
time and money.

Although many AP departments can say that
they have “successfully” been using paperbased manual systems for many years, how
many can admit that there aren’t aspects of it
that leave more to be desired?

According to the Aberdeen Group2, manual
invoices require at least 15 steps for the invoice
to be processed and it’s not hard to see why.
From time spent by finance staff having to
chase a budget holder for purchase order, to
time spent manually keying data from paper to
a spreadsheet, lots of small manual tasks can
equate to big mistakes.

“... many companies have been using
paper and manual systems for years,
but manual systems cost a company
more time and money.”
Accounts payable teams also feel like have
huge pressure to make sure they’re being
vigilant with spend. Other than payroll, they are
responsible for signing off on all spend leaving
the business, so it’s right that this responsibility
is taken seriously.
But when this is put into the mix with frantically
trying to complete manual tasks, this pressure
can feel maximised and accounts payable teams
can feel spread too thin.
This can worsen when a company starts to
rapidly expand as the volume of incoming
invoices can increase, adding more pressure to
an already strained department.
Some may say that the answer lies in hiring
additional resources to the AP department, but
like most areas of a company, AP departments
are usually tasked with doing “more with less”.
Workload can increase, but companies aren’t
always in a position to add resources to meet
this straight away.
2. Aberdeen Group, AP Invoice Management in a Networked Economy (2012)
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AP ACROSS INDUSTRIES

Does “one size fit all” industries for
accounts payable?

An additional complication to the accounts
payable function is that it’s not necessarily
the same process for differing industries and
companies. Unfortunately, there isn’t a one-sizefits-all approach to AP processes when it comes
to manual systems, as different industries have
different levels of requirements.
According to the Institute of Finance and
Management, the industries with the highest costs
for processing invoices are non-profit education
(£12.75) and government (£12.05)3. This is because
their requirements from accounts payable are
different. To explain further, we need to look at
some differing industries.
Example 1: Retail
Retail companies regularly place large orders
with recurring suppliers to relinquish stock. The
frequency can change seasonally as demand
increases and decreases for certain items.
So, for a retail company, the AP function in place
needs to be able to processes a high volume of
invoices, usually from the same suppliers for similar,
if not the same, orders whilst ensuring they are not
duplicating payments or accepting fraudulent ones.
For larger retail chains, there is also the added
layer of accepting invoices for various locations if

they have lots of stores, so the AP team need to
be brushed up on the capital allocated for each to
make sure they’re not eating all the funds of one
branch.
Example 2: Manufacturing

Manufacturing has a lot of the same needs as retail
when it comes to the AP function, but for them
there is the added pressure of hard deadlines.
So, if an invoice for materials is not paid on time
and the materials not received, production can
come to a halt, meaning time and money is lost for
the company.
To avoid this, the AP function needs to be able to
work to deadlines with more pressure than usual,
whilst also making sure they’re keeping on top of
their other responsibilities.
Example 3: Healthcare and education
Moving on now from private to public, healthcare
and education usually have no hard deadlines for
which the AP team are responsible.
Of course, they need to make sure payments are
made on time and that there are no errors, but for
a government- funded company, funds are coming
from the public, so every penny needs to be spent
wisely.

3. IOFM, Accounts Payable Optimization Study (2014)
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This is down to the budget holders, but accounts
payable does have a part to play, too.

“the industries with the highest costs
for processing invoices are non-profit
education (£12.75) and government
(£12.05)”
They need to make sure that they have an
impeccable invoice management system to be
able to access data about past spend to make
sure all spend is documented and justified,
especially when the question of how to make
savings arises.
So, the AP function also needs to be on top of
documenting the invoices and spend that has
taken place.
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THE BIRTH OF AUTOMATION
The good times

Back to the present day, it’s clear to see that
although many accounts payable teams are
seemingly happy to work with a paper-based
manual system, there are issues that prevent
them from being able to achieve their core
responsibilities; or at the very least, make it
much harder. It is these issues that have led to a
need for a much more efficient system, and this
is where automation has come in.
An AP automation system works by automating
some of the more manual, time-consuming tasks
within the AP process, thereby streamlining
workflow. Previously manual tasks like chasing
approvers, and following up on invoices, or
manually keying in data are a thing of the past
meaning there is little human intervention
required in the processes.
As soon as the invoice comes in, it’s captured
and tracked through the whole workflow and if
there is a blocker, you’ll know straight away.
An automated process also means you can
practice a 100% paperless process. Digitising all
documents mean they are easier to store, more
secure and are much easier to navigate when
filed away digitally.
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Not only does it save time and money manage,
it’s also better for the environment so you
can tick your company’s corporate social
responsibility box too. If suppliers still send
paper invoices, these can still be scanned and
uploaded.

An automated system doesn’t just benefit the
company internally. It can also help you to
improve your relationships with suppliers. As an
automated system can eliminate the chance of
late or missed payments, invoices are able to go
through a much smoother workflow, meaning
your suppliers get their payments on time. And
by building good supplier relationships this way,
it can help when trying to negotiate savings or
deals.

“An AP automation system works by
automating some of the more manual,
time-consuming tasks within the AP
process, thereby streamlining workflow.”
One of the biggest advantages is that an
automated AP solution consists of a unified
platform for the whole accountspayable
process. By keeping the workflow in one place,
everything is accounted for, everything is easily
accessible, and everything runs smoother.
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Automating the AP process ticks all the boxes
when it comes to resolving the pain points of a
manual paper-based system.
The question is: why aren’t more finance teams
implementing it?
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E-INVOICING
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Does e-Invoicing achieve the same
thing as an automated AP system?

Most companies have made strides to move
away from manual paper-based processes. The
most common way they are doing this is through
the adoption of e-invoicing. To quickly sum up,
e-invoicing or electronic invoicing, is the exchange
of a digital invoice document between a supplier
and a buyer. This is usually done through email.
E-invoicing brings a low level of automation to your
accounts payable process as it digitises the receipt
of previously paper-based invoices.

The main benefits are:
•

E-invoicing eliminates paper, which eliminates
the chance of errors that can come with a
paper-based system.

•

It makes your AP process much more timeefficient as invoices are received more quickly
than by post and recorded digitally.

•

By being in a digital format, it makes it much
more cost-effective to store than paper.

It’s versatile and can easily be incorporated in most
companies’ existing accounts payable processes,
so many departments may feel like this simple
addition solves a lot of their issues with the AP
process.
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At first glance, e-invoicing does come with a lot
of benefits that fully automating your AP process
can come with. But to have a truly efficient and
streamlined accounts payable system, we must
understand that e-invoicing alone is not enough.
According to the AP Benchmarks 2015 Research
Report, in a low automation environment, it can
take more than five days from the date of receipt
for the invoice to reach accounts payable.4
In addition, the Institute of Finance &
Management reports that the average cost of
processing invoices with low automation can
be as much as 20 times greater than with high
automation.5
This tells us that e-invoicing alone, it not enough.
But add this to an automated system and you’ve
got a winning combination. So, e-invoicing,
although a fantastic tool to help streamline your
AP process, is just the first step to making your
accounts payable function a fully automated,
streamlined machine.

4. AP Benchmarks 2015 Report (2015)
5. IOFM, The Future of Accounts Payable (2017)
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AP AUTOMATION MYTH-BUSTING
The truth behind the reasons you think
shouldn’t automate accounts payable

Despite there being many positive reasons to
adopting an automated system, the volume of
departments automating the AP process is not as
high as one may think. This is partially because
there is a perception about automation that leaves
a lot of AP clerks unsure about it. There is almost
a “too good to be true” perception and that
automation will not be as smooth as it claims to be.
There are some of the common worries from AP
clerks about automation. Most commonly, there
are concerns that the software and processes
will be difficult to implement, difficult to learn or
could replace AP clerks’ roles altogether. But it is
important to remember that although automation
will replace many of the manual task in the AP
process, without the AP clerks to drive the system,
it cannot work without them. Likewise, today, most
AP automation software is easy to implement and
even more easy to use. There are also free and
self-service options available in the market.
There are other smaller blockers for adopting an
AP automation system and this is related to the
implementation, rather than how it will work within
your department.
Some finance professionals can feel intimidated at
implementing an entirely new system, especially
when they have been using their current ones for
years.
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Here are some of the common worries:
•

The prospect of having to learn how to use new
software which is particularly intimidating for
those who have been using a paper system in
the past.

•

Introducing yet another system into a
department already using various systems.

•

Company size – is this system too sophisticated
for a smaller company? Will it be well utilised or
are your volumes too low to make the most of
it?

•

Having years and years of data to move from
one system to a new one. Depending on how
organised your current system is or how far
back it goes, this is a painful prospect for most
teams.

•

Likewise, time spent on implementation is a
worry. AP teams laden with hard deadlines and
heavy workloads, so where can they make time
to implement a new system? It’s not like they
can press pause on incoming invoices.

These are all valid concerns when it comes to the
implementation of a new AP system and some
of them can’t be avoided. However, with proper
planning and help of the software supplier or the
right consultant, they can be overcome easily.
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HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT
AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM

Making the seemingly impossible, possible

Once you have decided that you’re ready to
automate your accounts payable system, it can
seem like a daunting task to implement it in
your department. But with careful planning and
management, you can successfully implement an
automated system.

budget holders. Disregarding their feedback may
lead to unforeseen issues arising in the system
you choose. This doesn’t mean you need to ask
100 people for an opinion, just keep the lines of
communication open in the business and you may
find their feedback to be enlightening.

The first step is choosing the right supplier. When
looking for suppliers, make sure you widen you net
for where you conduct your research. It’s important
to also look for reviews and recommendations,
make your own shortlists, and to speak to supplier
representatives and peer in person for advice.

“Make sure when you’re doing your
research, you’re addressing your specific
pain points. Before your start, ask yourself
why you are doing this, what will be
automating your AP process do for your
company?”

It may be tempting to go with the first supplier
that comes up in your internet search or
recommendation from a reseller, but the reality is
that there is no real-time pressure to choose and
making the wrong decision could end up causing
you more problems than solving them. Make
sure when you’re doing your research, you’re
addressing your specific pain points.

When looking for a new AP system, there doesn’t
necessarily need to be an overhaul of your whole
process. If something works well, consider how it
can fit in the new process. Don’t be quick to throw
it out in favour of an entirely new process if it isn’t
needed.

Before your start, ask yourself why you are doing
this, what will automating your AP process do for
your company?
Speak to other stakeholders in your company to
find out what their needs from accounts payable
are. After all, you may be the ones using the system
the most day-to-day, but there are others in your
business who are involved in the process, such as
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Finally, tackling going from manual to automated.
It’s one of the more daunting tasks involved in
implementation and it’s the biggest one that can’t
be avoided.
Rather than trying to put it off, it’s best to tackle
it head on and plan how to make the move as
smooth as possible. Take the time to make a plan
of action, break tasks into smaller manageable
chunks amongst your team. A bit of time planning
now can avoid of lot of time stressing later.
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IN CONCLUSION...
What are you waiting for?

Automating and digitising your accounts payable
process is a big decision, but it’s one many teams
are glad they did later on. The whole process
moves faster so you can reduce high operating
costs, stop paying late fees and start capturing
early payment discounts.

Deliver savings to the business and reduce the
cost of operations with accounts payable software.
By integrating automatic processes with your
back-end systems quickly and effectively, there is
no overhaul of your entire department as the AP
system fits seamlessly into your own processes.

In conclusion, here are the biggest advantages of
going automated:

Outside of the business, suppliers also benefit
from an automated AP system with true e-invoices
and self-service platforms, giving them the peace
of mind that they’ll be paid on time, and giving
you peace of mind that you won’t miss a payment.
With automation you can increase efficiency of
processing purchase orders (PO), non-PO and
recurring invoices, cutting out previously manual
tasks and keeping them to schedule; another plus
for your suppliers. Workflows are also optimised, as
approval times are heavily reduced.

DD
DD
DD
DD

Eliminate paper
Save time
Save money
Streamline processes

With AP automation, businesses get timely insight
into how employees are spending money, gaining
full visibility unlike before with a manual process.
Finance teams can schedule supplier payments,
and more accurately forecast and manage cash
flow, helping to streamline the company’s financial
processes. As well as this, eliminating manual tasks
like data entry with solutions like invoice capture
saves time so AP clerks can put their time to better
use. Going paperless from the first day of use also
cuts down on additional time needed to manage
paper invoices and makes your company more
environmentally conscious.

Within your company, AP automation will help you
achieve world-class operational excellence with
reduced complexity, that the rest of the business
will appreciate and admire. With AP automation,
you can maximize your profitability and turn
accounts payable into a revenue generator.
So, what are you waiting for?

Overall, AP automation also reduces the chance
of errors, and means your team can focus on more
valued and interesting work for the business.
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No matter the size of your business, Compleat offers
affordable and effective smarter spend automation software
that helps every business manage spend better.

e-Invoicing

eCompleat

Electronic invoicing (e-invoicing) is the
exchange of a digital invoice document
between a supplier and a buyer. An e-Invoice
is the automatic generation of a digital
version of every invoice, irrespective of how
the invoice was initially received (paper or
emailed PDF etc.).

eCompleat is an invoice capture, tracking
and electronic approval processing
application that helps accounts payable
and finance teams simplify and control
invoice management whilst accelerating
the approvals process with budget holders,
extending the capabilities of your existing
accounting or ERP software through tight
integration.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
LEARN MORE

DOWNLOAD FACT SHEET
LEARN MORE

iCompleat
iCompleat is a fully enabled AI (Artificial
Intelligence) application designed to remove
the challenges of manual paper-based
purchase invoice capture and approvals.
Every invoice is digitally captured on receipt
and can never be lost, duplicate invoices are
caught every time, approvals are undertaken
from anywhere, 24x7 and, on final approval,
the invoice is posted directly to your
accounting software. Accounts payable will
never be the same again.
DOWNLOAD FACT SHEET
LEARN MORE
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Contact Us
Compleat Software provides smarter spend software for businesses of all sizes. Its solutions
include iCompleat, SaaS invoice capture and approvals and the eCompleat purchase-to-pay
suite. Focussing on intelligent procurement, purchase ordering, invoice matching, and automated
document capture, Compleat eliminates paper and unites finance, procurement and budget
holders to gain an accurate, real-time view of company finances.
For further information, please visit the website. Follow Compleat on Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn for the latest news & insights.

Contact Us
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